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La Mela Rosa: an Italian Pink Apple 
liqueur from the Le Marche region, it aims 
to help rebuild communities following the 
destruction from the earthquakes in 2017.

The apples in the liqueur are mishapen 
and therefore, the orchard had been 
abandoned. However, when the farmers 
returned to rebuild their homes, they 
found the trees had survived the 
devastation. The apples became a symbol 
of resilience of the Le Marche people.



La Mela Rosa: Bottle shots, Pop-up and Sale stand





La Mela Rosa: Posters



Vila Mineral Water: Create a water brand worthy of a cult following. 
Vila is a mineral water from a spa town in Poland, and is named after a healing 
water spirit. With stress and pollution affecting most people daily, our bodies are 
constantly in need of minerals. The folk art inspired design represents the water 
overflowing with minerals, and therefore, the perfect form of hydration. 
Bottle renders made on blender.



Vila: Pop-up in spa and mural in an urban area, introducing the 
Vila water spirit to otherwise polluted places. It would bring 
beauty and nature to people’s lives and get them interested 
in the product as well as their own health.  



Vila: Instagram squares and filter bringing the design on the 
bottle to life and can be used by all to bring the goodness of 
Vila to any photo



Vila: Posters blooming with painted designs



Proper Nutty Live Brief: Redesigning packaging for peanut 
butter brand Proper Nutty for their transition from glass jar 
to tin and creating a brand world for them. Highlighting that 
they are the only ones in the market to be using sustaibable tin 
packaging, by spreading the word using the tins.



Proper Nutty:  PostersProper Nutty:  Posters



Proper Nutty:  Tote Bag and 
Delivery Van



Proper Nutty:  Interactive Billboard



Proper Nutty:  Social Media Post


